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Design objects for public toilets – Villeroy & Boch 

equips 2theloo in Amsterdam. 

As a partner in the international project business, 

Villeroy & Boch provides bathroom system solutions. 

This is also the case for the 2theloo public toilets in 

Amsterdam.  

 

 

Construction site board 

Project name: 2theloo 

Location: Amsterdam, 

Niederlande  

Client: Almar Holtz  

Construction project: Equipment of toilet 

facilities 

Architects: Almar Holtz, Eric 

Treurniet 

Completation: 2011 

Products: Omnia Architectura 

Loop&Friends 

My Nature 



Public toilets in heavily frequented places such as in 

town centres, shopping centres or railway stations, are 

usually not very attractive and often not clean. The 

Dutch service company 2theloo has put an end to this 

and operates appealing toilet facilities, including 

separate facilities for parents with small children and for 

people with disabilities, which can be used at a small 

charge. In addition to the toilets, 2theloo also has a 

shop with toiletries and gift articles as well as a café 

corner.  

The first 2theloo was opened in Amsterdam in 2011. In 

the meantime, there are over 100 2theloos, for example, 

in Rotterdam, Antwerp, Barcelona, Tel Aviv and 

Warsaw. The toilets and urinals are not only clean and 

well maintened, but also surprise the 
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users with inventive and colourful designs, which artists 

and designers created especially for 2theloo. The 

2theloo facility in the centre of Amsterdam, for example, 

was equipped with top-design sanitary collections from 

Villeroy & Boch. The wall-mounted WCs in the Omnia 

Architectura series combine a timelessly modern design 

with optimum functionality. The same applies to the 

urinals in the series, which ensure perfect hygiene in the 

men's toilet. Surface-mounted sinks from the 

Loop&Friends and My Nature series were used as 

smart eye-catchers, which look refined and aesthetic 

with their curvy, organic shape and fine lines. 


